Abstract—Computer-centered services and broadband wireless connectivity have boosted the demand for delivery of multimedia-based entertainment from the Internet to in-house wireless appliances. In this context, rich-media applications can be supported by a variety of protocols, each sharing the same bottleneck, affecting one another’s performance. Indeed, in current systems, real-time applications (e.g., video streaming, online games) suffer from delays caused by the interference of elastic, best-effort (e.g., TCP-based download sessions) traffic. In this paper we propose a solution to this problem, addressed by deploying a Vegas-like congestion control algorithm at the home gateway, requiring no client-side modification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In no time, the Internet has grown from an interesting distraction into an essential part of our everyday life. Broadband access technology has grown considerably both for entertainment and for communication, leading to a demand for an improved networking support able to satisfy the requirements of heterogeneous traffic flows. A representative example in this category are TCP-based elastic flows (e.g., download) and emerging UDP-based real-time ones (e.g., video stream, online games, etc.).

In this context, the coexistence of elastic and real-time network traffic presents severe issues particularly affecting the latter. The main problem derives from the nature of classic TCP protocols, which are loss-based; continually probing the shared channel in order to increase the transfer speed until some loss occurs. This growth phase is succeeded by a slow down phase, where the flow starts to grow its sending speed again, and these phases are interleaved in a cyclic fashion.

This *modus operandi* cause the queues to fill along the channel, leading to an increase of the per-packet delivery time [1], [2]. Even if this does not represent a major issue for elastic applications, it causes a significant decrease of the quality of service for real-time applications [3]–[5]. Addressing this issue, delay-based TCP congestion protocols employ packet RTT rather than losses to prevent congestion [6]. In this context, TCP Vegas is the main candidate [8]; continually monitoring the packet queuing times and shown to lead to a better quality for UDP services.

However, TCP Vegas cannot be used in a channel shared by loss-based protocols due to the aggressiveness of the latter in getting more and more bandwidth until a loss event happens, thus capturing almost all the available bandwidth from delay-based flows. The only way to employ TCP Vegas in practice would be to completely dismiss all loss-based TCP versions, changing the protocol of every client and server connected to the Internet. Needless to say, this is not a feasible option.

In this paper, we show how to practically exploit the benefits of delay-based protocols, intervening only in the user’s Access Point (AP). As a result of this, elastic applications achieve high data throughput, while real-time application maintain a low latency. The AP is enhanced with an algorithm that automatically limits TCP flows when the channel is near to the saturation (like TCP Vegas), avoiding long queues and packet loss while keeping the TCP-based flows at a data rate level which corresponds to a full utilization of the available bandwidth.

In Section II we discuss the state of the art relevant to this domain, while in Section III we present our solution in detail. Section IV provides an overview of the simulation environment and comparison settings, while in Section V and Section VI we discuss the experimentation outcome. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

The problem we are addressing is not new and solutions have been proposed to avoid the latency increase incurred by TCP New Reno’s congestion control. As already stated above, the problem resides in the protocol itself, this to say that one solution would be to switch from the current protocol to a delay-based one, Vegas-like. Indeed TCP Vegas is able to detect the congestion in advance using the RTT fluctuation of the packets. Simply said, it increases the transfer speed when the delay is under an $\alpha$ threshold and decreases it when the delay is over $\beta$ ($\alpha < \beta$). In this way, it is not necessary to lose a packet in order to detect congestion, because it can be detected before it happens. Clearly this also avoids the creation of bottleneck queues and corresponding queuing delays that would harm any real-time application [7].

Unfortunately, TCP Vegas flows cannot coexist with loss-based ones, e.g., generated by TCP New Reno and other classic real life TCP versions; loss-based flows cause congestion by their nature, and delay-based ones detect it as an imminent congestion, slowing down their transfer rate. The result is that loss-based flows will occupy almost all the channel [9], [10]. This incompatibility with legacy protocols made Vegas hardly applicable.
Instead, a solution that would not require a modification of Internet protocols was proposed in [10], [11] and named Smart Access Point with Low Advertised Window (SAP-LAW). Basically, this solution leverages on the ability of the Access Point to monitor all traffic passing through; then, the advertised window of TCP-based flows are appropriately modified to bound them to their fair bandwidth share.

The algorithm detects the ongoing UDP traffic, and computes the available bandwidth, as well as the corresponding appropriate advertised window, for each flow through (1) (three flows in the example).

\[
\text{maxTCPrate}_i(t) = \frac{(C - UDPtraffic(t)) \times \text{RTT}_i}{a_1 = \frac{\text{RTT}_1}{\text{avg.RTT}_{\text{min}}}, a_2 = \frac{\text{RTT}_2}{\text{avg.RTT}_{\text{min}}}, a_3 = \frac{\text{RTT}_3}{\text{avg.RTT}_{\text{min}}}}
\]

This avoids the classic TCP’s congestion window fluctuations, stabilizing it to a computed value. Moreover, the absence of congestion alleviates delay problems for UDP packets, allowing the user to enjoy interactive, real-time services while concurrent elastic applications still achieve high throughputs.

However, this proposal is limited as it requires an a priori knowledge of the bottleneck capacity and the RTT of each flow; these parameters may not be always known or correctly computed or even stable enough to be used in a timely fashion.

Similar in spirit, even it has been proposed in the context of multi-hop wireless networks, is Gateway Adaptive Pacing (GAP) [12], [13]. GAP adds an artificial delay between each packet, based on continuous measurements of the network. In this way the interarrival time decrease, but so does even the throughput of TCP flows, thus finding scarce applicability in the regular one-hop case.

III. VoAP

Our goal is to create a solution that could reach SAP-LAW’s performance without requiring the a priori information needed by SAP-LAW. At the same time, we want to avoid any need for changing the network protocols of the devices connected to the network (with the only exception of the Access Point). The algorithm is designed mainly for the wireless home scenario, where the main bottleneck is represented by the wireless component; however it was kept generic, and it should work even in a more general or wired environment.

Like SAP-LAW, our algorithm is designed to be deployed on an Access Point, so as to be able to monitor all the network traffic in real-time. To not use the additional information on bottleneck capacity and RTTs as done by SAP-LAW, we have taken inspiration from TCP Vegas’ congestion control algorithm. From here the name of our algorithm: Vegas over Access Point (VoAP).

The main idea at the basis of VoAP is to monitor all the TCP flows that pass through the AP and measure how long packets remain in its queue before being transmitted over the wireless channel. When this time is below an \(\alpha\) threshold it means that the channel is quite free, thus allowing the TCP-based flows to increase their transfer speed without the risk of causing congestion/queuing delays; instead, when the time is over the \(\beta\) threshold, the channel is saturating, and the TCP flows’ transmissions should be slowed down as they are not transmitting at higher rates, they are just building up queues.

The increase of the TCP’s rate is regulated by its own congestion avoidance protocol, whereas to decrease it we use the advertised window already present in the header of regular ACKs. Therefore, any TCP-based flow transmitted in the considered wireless home, regardless of its congestion window flavor, will be limited in its regular growth if and only if it is detected to cause congestion in the AP. This is an appropriate behavior as to higher transmission rates correspond higher queuing delay, rather than higher receiving rates. Furthermore, as our solution can only limit the TCP’s data rate, we do not have a negative impact on other flows present in the Internet core. Finally, as VoAP is applied to all and only the TCP-based flows passing through the considered Access Point, we do not incur the risk to have an excessive limitation of the congestion window caused by the aggressive behavior of other congestion control variants as original TCP Vegas does.

To allow a fast initial growth (slow start) the algorithm is not applied below a packet threshold of the congestion window (10 packets) and the flow is left free until it exceeds for the first time the \(\beta\) threshold; at that point, the algorithm intervenes enforcing the limitation through appropriate modifications of the advertised window, thus decreasing the flow speed until the delay drops under \(\beta\).

When the delay stays between \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\), the advertised window remains stable, preventing the flow growth, since the channel is almost saturated. If the channel becomes free, the delay drops under the \(\alpha\) threshold, so the speed is increased again.

The data are collected for a period of time \(T\), where the number of flows and their delays are checked and acted upon accordingly. Every increment or decrement action is per unit, so as to avoid excessive fluctuations, thus there can be at most \(1/T\) changes of the advertised window per second. After this, the timers are reset and the delay sampling restarts. Furthermore, the time range \(T\) is needed to observe whether a flow is active or not, and split the bandwidth in a fair way; it is therefore necessary for \(T\) to be small enough to not waste bandwidth on a non-active flow, but also big enough to allow all active flows to transmit at least one packet.

The detailed flow chart of the algorithm can be seen in the Figure 1.

IV. Simulation

To implement the algorithm we chose the network simulator NS2 [14]. First, it was necessary to understand in which layer the algorithm should be added, and we decided to implement it inside the link layer, since it is directly connected to the FIFO queue of the outgoing packets. The considered scenario is described in Figure 2, where the \(W\) nodes represents remote servers in the Internet, and node_ represent all the wireless devices connected to the AP (where VoAP is implemented). All the wired connections have a 100 Mbps capacity and the wireless channel is based on IEEE 802.11g.
• ifqdel = max delay on queue
• limitedFlow = list with all the flows that must be limited
• AWNDbase = initial Advertised window
• $\text{AWND}(i)$ = Advertised window of the flow $i$
• $\text{CWND}(i)$ = Congestion window of the flow $i$
• totalWindow = variable that stores the sum of all AWNDs
• flows# = number of active flows
• thr1 = first threshold
• thr2 = second threshold

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the VoAP algorithm.
TABLE I. NETWORK FLOWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP(1)</td>
<td>W(3)</td>
<td>node(3)</td>
<td>Download (FTP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(0)</td>
<td>BS(0)</td>
<td>node(0)</td>
<td>Movie Streaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(11)</td>
<td>W(1)</td>
<td>node(1)</td>
<td>Game Server to Client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(12)</td>
<td>node(1)</td>
<td>W(1)</td>
<td>Game Client to Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(21)</td>
<td>W(2)</td>
<td>node(2)</td>
<td>Voice Chat Server to Client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(21)</td>
<td>node(2)</td>
<td>W(2)</td>
<td>Voice Chat Client to Server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. START/STOP TIMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Start (s)</th>
<th>End (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP(1)</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(11)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(12)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(21)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP(21)</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. VoAP considered scenario.

To generate trustworthy simulations, we have considered the flows described in Table I, with the start and end time described in Table II.

This scenario has been used in all the simulations, except for those with multiple TCP flows, in which we included other nodes and additional flows. The network topology is depicted in Figure 2, where all the wireless nodes are at the same distance from the AP (10 m).

V. RESULTS

In this section we start by validating our proposal in presence of single and multiple flows exhibiting different characteristics. Several aspects of the algorithm are discussed and contrasted with current state of the art, showing its performance trend under different performance metrics.

A. One flow

First, we tried to understand the algorithm’s behaviour compared to the standard TCP New Reno, and to do so we make use of a single TCP flow in the previously discussed scenario. The $\alpha$ and $\beta$ thresholds have been set equal to 5 ms and 15 ms respectively, and the time range $T$ has been set equal to 200 ms.

With this configuration, Figure 3 shows how the TCP flow behaviour goes from the standard sawtooth shape to a smoother one, with slightly lower peaks but with a higher number of transferred packets. The lower peaks avoid queuing delays at the AP, allowing to reach lower overall delays for UDP packets.

This is confirmed by Figure 4, where the peaks relative to the TCP congestion are almost absent. This increased stability can be further noticed by monitoring the jitter, e.g., of the video stream one, depicted in Figure 5, where the peaks are reduced by a factor of 2. In Figure 3 we can also notice that the slow start phase is not affected by the algorithm, indicating that the discussed delayed activation of VoAP leads to the desired result.

All the UDP flows in the considered scenario experienced a lower delay and jitter as expected, and the benefits for the TCP flow does not only concern the stability, but also the amount of transferred data. To better understand the achieved improvement, we counted the TCP flow’s ACKs: with TCP New Reno we reached 181 MB of transferred data, whereas with VoAP we reached 222 MB, leading to an increment of about 22%.

B. Multiple TCP flows

The algorithm behaviour in a multi-TCP-flow scenario is fundamental to understand whether the bandwidth is equally distributed among users sharing the same channel. To this end, when active TCP flows reach the stable interval between the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ thresholds, the sum of the advertised windows indicate how many packets can be in transit without exceeding the channels capacity. This information is used to assign a fair share of bandwidth to every TCP flow.
In order to avoid excessive fluctuation, the bandwidth share is computed in a smoothed way, i.e., the average between the old and the new value at every T. The result can be seen in Figure 6, where three TCP flows were started in three different moments in time, this to show how the bandwidth is equally shared between flows that are already exploiting the wireless channel and new starting ones.

Obviously, even if the flows started at the same time the result would have been the same; we also made additional tests employing five TCP flows, and each one succeed to obtain an equal share of the bandwidth.

Fig. 6. Bandwidth of 3 TCP flows using VoAP.

C. Thresholds

In the current version of our algorithm, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ thresholds are static values with the higher one corresponding to the maximum amount of queuing time we are ready to suffer. Their choice entails a different behaviour of the algorithm, because $\alpha$ and $\beta$ denote how short the queue must be, decision that has an impact on both the UDP packet latency and the TCP transfer rate. Due to the importance of these variables, we have tested different values, where the $\beta$ threshold varied between 10 ms and 20 ms.

Adopting a low threshold, the maximum queue time is reduced, so the UDP packet latency become lower; however, in this way the TCP flow is penalized, because its advertised window becomes smaller, leading to a lower throughput. Employing a high threshold instead, allows the TCP flow to increment the number of outgoing packet, leading to a higher bandwidth, penalizing UDP packets that will experience a higher latency. The comparison between the two instances can be seen in Figure 7, where the two borderline cases are measured with the TCP bandwidth and the UDP game interarrival time.

It is noteworthy to point out that in both the cases, the latency and the bandwidth are noticeably better than what is obtained with New Reno. The instance 5-15 ms is a compromise between the two behaviours, and for this reason it has been chosen as the default range.

VI. COMPARISON WITH SAP-LAW

Since both SAP-LAW and VoAP use the AP as control center, we run some trials employing the same network deployment mentioned before but contrasting the two the approaches. To this aim, Figure 8 shows how the TCP flows’ bandwidth and the UDP game’s interarrival time change in the schemes, respectively. The bandwidth is improved by VoAP, both in terms of quantitative value and stability. The interarrival time results slightly lower using SAP-LAW; yet its value with VoAP is low enough to not jeopardize the performance of the application and, conversely from SAP-LAW, VoAP achieves this result without the need of prior information about bottleneck capacity and the flows’ RTT.

Fig. 7. Comparison between $\beta=0.010s$ (left) and $\beta=0.020s$ (right).
even through opportunistic and DTN connectivity [23], [24], mesh networks [19], [20], or in ad-hoc mode [21], [22], or able to operate even with mobile nodes connected through changing the AP they are connected to [16]–[18]. Furthermore, we would like to devise a distributed version of our solution to improve the network support for his applications simply has to buy and install our AP or update his AP with our VoAP software.

As this work has many interesting application in realistic scenarios, we plan to continue our research in several directions. For instance, future extension of this work could include vehicular networks so as to test the adaptability of our solution to improve the network support for his applications simply has to buy and install our AP or update his AP with our VoAP software.

Moving Modules and other software useful to implement VoAP in NS2 are available online [15].

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented and discussed a solution, named VoAP, addressing the coexistence problem between TCP and UDP flows. Our proposal provides to both kinds of flow the possibility to reach high throughput and low per-packet delay. We used NS2 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm in significantly improving the network performance of heterogeneous flows in a realistic wireless home configuration. The goal has been achieved through the implementation of a TCP Vegas-inspired algorithm implemented in the Access Point. Therefore, our solution works in a transparent way for the user and without the need to modify any client, server or Internet router. This means that a user that wants to exploit our solution to improve the network support for his applications simply has to buy and install our AP or update his AP with our VoAP software.
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Fig. 8. Bandwidth (above) and interarrival (below) comparison between SAP-LAW (left) and VoAP (right).